Validity of reported pain as a measure of clinical state in juvenile rheumatoid arthritis
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SUMMARY  Reported pain is one valid indicator of clinical state which should be used in the assessment and management of children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. Parents’ reports of children’s pain for 101 children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis differed significantly by type of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. When multiple regression was used separately for pauciarticular and polyarticular classifications of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis a measure of clinical state, which reflected joint activity, morning stiffness, and overall disease activity as rated by the doctor, had a significant and independent effect upon pain reported by parents. The child’s age was not significantly related to the pain reported by parents. Children’s pain reports did not differ significantly between older and younger children.

Although pain has been found to be reliably reported by children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis aged as young as 5,1 the validity of reported pain as an indicator of clinical state has been discounted.1-5 Children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis have been found to suffer less discomfort in affected joints than adults with rheumatoid arthritis2; mean pain scores were found to be quite low and scores were not significantly correlated with disease severity and activity.1 Additionally, no significant differences were reported for visual analogue scores for pain on movement or pain at rest between groups receiving placebo or prednisolone in a double blind study, though differences were significant for other outcomes such as joint activity, rating of disease activity by the doctor, and grip strength.3

Reported pain may reflect cognitive development rather than clinical state. Laaksonen and Laine2 and Scott et al4 suggested that a relation between maturation and increased pain reporting might explain the lower reported pain by children. Beales et al explained the greater reported pain of older children (12–17 years) as due to their more mature understanding of disease and concern for its consequences.4,5

This paper examines the validity of reported pain in juvenile rheumatoid arthritis as an indicator of clinical state. The following hypotheses were tested: (a) reported pain will increase with the child’s age and (b) reported pain will be unrelated to clinical state. Children’s pain reports were used to test the first hypothesis. Parent’s ratings of children’s pain were used to test the second hypothesis in order to include children under five years in the analysis.

Patients and methods

Visual analogue scale pain reports from parents of 101 children, aged 1.4–16.7 years, with a definite diagnosis of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis6 were obtained. Complete data were also obtained from 43 children aged more than 5 years whose parents provided data. A visual analogue scale without divisions was used. An analysis of differences between samples of children who completed pain ratings and children who did not indicates that apart from age there were no differences in sociodemographic, laboratory, diagnostic, or clinical characteristics.

The type of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis was determined at six months after onset, using criteria...
established by Brewer et al. as pauciarticular, four or fewer joints (44%); polyarticular rheumatoid factor positive, five or more joints (2%); polyarticular rheumatoid factor negative (35%); systemic (9%); systemic onset with polyarticular involvement (11%). Children classified as systemic had no observable arthritis. For analyses involving juvenile rheumatoid arthritis classification the five classifications were combined as follows: polyarticular (polyarticular rheumatoid factor negative and positive, systemic onset polyarticular), pauciarticular, and systemic. Owing to the small sample (nine patients), children with systemic juvenile rheumatoid arthritis were excluded from most analyses. The sample included 24 boys and 77 girls. Subjects were further classified into early onset—that is, before 6 years of age (55 girls, 14 boys) and late onset—6 years or later (22 girls, 10 boys). Thirteen girls with onset before 6 years had either active uveitis or a history of uveitis. Of the 101 children, 21 were antinuclear antibody positive (end point titre £1/80 dilution on HEP2 or mouse stomach and kidney substrate (Kallestad Laboratories, Austin, TX) at time of enrolment.

Clinical state was assessed using estimates of joint inflammation based on the doctor’s rating (1-4 scale based upon swelling, warmth, tenderness: none, mild, moderate, severe); child/parent report of morning stiffness (less than five minutes, five minutes to two hours, two hours or more); doctor’s rating of disease activity at visit (inactive (less than 3 months) or questionably active, minimal, moderate, severe).

Results

Parent visual analogue scale reports of pain ranged from 0=no pain to 10=severe continuous pain. Mean pain ratings were 3-9 cm, and 31% of parents reported ratings above the 5-0 scale midpoint. Child visual analogue scale ratings (from 43 children) ranged from 0 to 10 with a mean of 4-2 and 37% reporting above the midpoint.

A Pearson correlation of 0.35 for the 43 matched parent and child pain reports was significant p=0.01. Of the 43 paired ratings, 18 (42%) differed by less than 1 cm; 25 (58%) differed by more than 1 cm. In 12 of the 25 which differed by more than 1 cm, the child rated pain as more severe than that indicated by the parent and in 13 the parent rated the pain more severely than the child.

Relation between children’s age and reported pain

For 17 children with pauciarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis the mean reported pain scores for younger children (<12 years) were 4.2 (SD 2.9) cm compared with 2.4 (3.3) cm for older children (>12 years) with a t value of 1.14. For 23 children with polyarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis the mean scores for younger children (<12 years) were 4.7 (2.9) cm compared with 4.9 (3.6) cm for older children (>12 years) with a t value of −0.14. Neither comparison was statistically significant.

Relation between reported pain and clinical state

When analysis of variance was used the mean parent pain ratings were significantly different for the three classifications of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis F=15.67, p<0.001. Mean pain scores were 2.1 for pauciarticular, 5.0 for polyarticular, and 1.8 for systemic juvenile rheumatoid arthritis.

A clinical state variable was created for each child by combining scores, additively and without weighting, of joint inflammation, disease activity and morning stiffness. Spearman correlations between the clinical state variable and parent pain report were 0.40 and 0.56 for pauciarticular and polyarticular respectively compared with correlations of 0.32 to 0.50 for the individual indicators.

Regression analysis was carried out for pauciarticular and polyarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. In both analyses the clinical state had a significant and independent effect upon pain report p<0.005 (one tailed test) with β=0.445 for pauciarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis and β=0.415 for polyarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. The effect of age was insignificant in both analyses β=-0.078 for polyarticular and β=0.167 for pauciarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis.

Discussion

The data from this study do not support the hypothesis that pain reports increase with the child’s age. Instead, these data suggest that reported pain is not one valid indicator of clinical state which may be used in the assessment and management of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. For children with pauciarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis the findings are the reverse of that suggested: younger children report greater pain than older children, not less. When this analysis of reported pain examined clinical state in conjunction with age it was the clinical state, not age, that accounted for much of the variance in parent reported pain.

Parents’ pain reports were used in the analysis of clinical state and reported pain in order to include the youngest children, from whom reports of pain cannot reliably be obtained using a visual analogue scale. Previous studies have used doctors’ observations of pain behaviour upon examination and
children’s visual analogue score ratings of pain.\textsuperscript{1,3,4} Although some studies have suggested that parents may over-report or encourage their children to over-report pain,\textsuperscript{1,3} our data indicate that parental influences upon reporting, if they exist, are not systematic; children were as likely to report less pain than the parent as to report more pain.

It is important to know how much pain a child experiences with their disease. When a child suffers from a chronic illness in which pain is a predominant symptom the effects may be profound. Pain may limit physical function, school attendance, and social interaction, thereby interfering with the child’s ability to learn and develop normally. The presence or absence of pain and the potential for diminished psychological or physical functioning has not yet been studied in juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. There have been no studies of the effects of painful juvenile rheumatoid arthritis in childhood upon social, psychological, and physical function in adulthood. Investigations of these issues could make a significant contribution to our understanding of psychological and social adjustment in juvenile rheumatoid arthritis and to our ability to assist children in achieving maximum functioning in adulthood.
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